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ABSTRACT This paper proposes an efficient approach for tone mapping, which provides a high perceptual
image quality for diverse scenes. Most existing methods, optimizing images for the perceptual model, use an
iterative process and this process is time consuming. To solve this problem, we proposed a new layer-based
non-iterative approach to finding an optimal detail layer for generating a tone-mapped image. The proposed
method consists of the following three steps. First, an image is decomposed into a base layer and a detail
layer to separate the illumination and detail components. Next, the base layer is globally compressed by
applying the statistical naturalness model based on the statistics of the luminance and contrast in the natural
scenes. The detail layer is locally optimized based on the structure fidelity measure, representing the degree
of local structural detail preservation. Finally, the proposed method constructs the final tone-mapped image
by combining the resultant layers. The performance evaluation reveals that the proposedmethod outperforms
the benchmarking methods for almost all the benchmarking test images. Specifically, the proposed method
improves an average tone mapping quality index-II (TMQI-II), a feature similarity index for tone-mapped
images (FSITM), and a high-dynamic range-visible difference predictor (HDR-VDP)-2.2 by up to 0.651
(223.4%), 0.088 (11.5%), and 10.371 (25.2%), respectively, compared with the benchmarking methods,
whereas it improves the processing speed by over 2611 times. Furthermore, the proposed method decreases
the standard deviations of TMQI-II, FSITM, andHDR-VDP-2.2, and processing time by up to 81.4%, 18.9%,
12.6%, and 99.9%, respectively, when compared with the benchmarking methods.
INDEX TERMS Tone mapping, high-dynamic range compression, guided filter, statistical model, structure
fidelity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The luminance of a real-world scene ranges from 10−6 cd/m2
(extreme darkness) to 108 cd/m2 (bright sunshine). Hence,
a standard 8-bit display device is unable to display the
high-dynamic range (HDR) images from the real world
with satisfactory viewing quality. To overcome this problem,
several techniques to generate the HDR-like low-dynamic
range (LDR) images from the real-world scenes have been
proposed. The HDR-like LDR images are expected to recon-
cile smoothly the HDR of luminance levels in natural scenes
with the LDR of standard display devices.
One approach to generate the HDR-like LDR images is to
acquire HDR images from natural scenes and convert them
into LDR images. The process of converting HDR images
to LDR images with naturalness is called tone mapping.
Another popular approach to generate the HDR-like LDR
images from the real world is the multi-exposure image
fusion [1]–[4]. This approach captures multi-exposure LDR
images and directly converts them into a high-quality
LDR image without obtaining an HDR image. While both
approaches are promising, this paper focuses on the tone
mapping methods of the first approach.
Generally, the HDR images are acquired using the camera
with HDR sensors or by combining multiple LDR images
takenwith different exposure levels [5], [6]. Then, the process
of tone mapping is applied to the HDR images. Tone
mapping methods are grouped into two categories: global
tone mapping (spatially-uniform tone mapping) and local
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tone mapping (spatially-varying tone mapping). Global tone
mapping methods [7]–[12] compress the dynamic range of
the entire input image using a point-to-point matching func-
tion based on logarithmic, gamma, or sigmoidal functions.
These methods have a low computational complexity and
preserve the intensity orders of the original scenes; thus,
avoiding halo artifacts [11]. However, these methods have a
limitation in preserving the details of an HDR image [13].
Numerous local tone mapping methods have been
proposed to preserve the detail and to enhance the local
contrast [14]–[32]. The local tone mapping method uses a
different transformation function adaptively to the local char-
acteristics of the image. This local processing is a better
imitation of a human visual system, which locally adapts to
each part of a scene to form a percept where all details are
visible [24]. Retinex-based methods are one of the prominent
tone mapping methods [14]–[24]. These methods decom-
pose an image into an illumination image and a reflectance
image. The illumination image is assumed to include the
low-frequency components, whereas the reflectance image
corresponds to the high-frequency components. The illumi-
nation image is estimated by using a Gaussian filter, and the
reflectance image is obtained by dividing the input image by
the illumination image. This produces severe halo artifacts in
the resulting images [23]. To avoid the halo artifacts, Meylan
and Susstrunk [24] proposed using an edge-preserving filter.
In contrast with an isotropic filter, this filter considered the
directionality of the edges, and thus, it effectively removed
the halo artifacts.
Edge-preserving filtering has become an important factor
in filter design to avoid halo artifacts. Durand and
Dorsey [25] introduced a layer-based method to display
HDR images. They decomposed an image into a base
layer and a detail layer using a bilateral filter. A base
layer, containing low-frequency components, is typically
computed by applying an edge-preserving smoothing oper-
ator to the image. The detail layer is then defined as the
difference between the original image and the base layer.
Next, each layer is multiplied by some scaling factors,
and recombined into a single image to obtain the final
image. Farbman et al. [26] proposed the global optimization-
based edge-preserving smoothing technique to decompose
the luminance of an HDR image into a base layer and
a detail layer. A global optimization-based approach often
yields excellent image quality, but it requires a high compu-
tational cost. He et al. [27] proposed a guided filter that
could transfer the structure of a guidance image to the filter
output. Moreover, the guided filter had a naturally fast and
non-approximate linear time algorithm, regardless of the
kernel size and intensity range. However, such methods often
produce over-exaggerated and unnatural visual effects. This is
because they contain one or more parameters whose optimal
values are often image-dependent. Thus, it is difficult to
guarantee a consistent image quality for various images.
To solve this problem, numerous optimization methods
have been studied for tone mapping. Generally, there are
two major research topics on optimization. The first topic
involves developing the image quality assessment model
as an objective function. The second topic is concerned
about efficiently obtaining optimized images for the objec-
tive function. Shan et al. [28] proposed a window-based tone
mapping method that performed local linear adjustments
on small overlapping windows over an entire HDR image.
Then, the parameter values for the linear adjustments were
determined by solving the optimization problem to preserve
the local contrast. This method preserves the local struc-
tures, including the sharp edges. However, it often suffers
from over-enhancement and produces unnatural results.
Yeganech andWang [29] developed the tone mapping quality
index (TMQI) to assess the quality of tone-mapped images.
The associated model was based on combining a struc-
tural similarity index measure (SSIM)-motivated structural
fidelity measure with a statistical naturalness model. The
TMQI clearly provided a better assessment result for tone-
mapped images than the well-known image quality assess-
ment metrics [30]. However, the TMQI metric has some
limitations. The structural fidelity measure often incorrectly
predicts the contrast strength in a homogeneous area owing to
its oversensitivity to noise. The statistical naturalness model
does not work well on images with various image contents.
This is because the model does not consider that each image
has a different luminance level to appear natural depending
on its content. To overcome these limitations, Ma et al. [31]
proposed an improved TMQI, namely, TMQI-II. For the
structural fidelity measure, a contrast viability model adapted
to the local luminance levels was proposed to solve the
problems caused by noise. For the statistical naturalness
model, an image-dependent statistical naturalness model
was suggested to better quantify the naturalness of the
tone-mapped images. In addition, an iterative tone mapping
method based on TMQI-II was proposed. In each iteration,
it alternately improved the structural fidelity and statistical
naturalness of the resulting image. Therefore, the method
produced good quality tone-mapped images. However, the
method had a high computational complexity. Moreover,
because the number of iterative operations required for each
input image was different, the processing time for each input
image was extremely variable. Lappra et al. [32] proposed
the perceptually optimized image rendering method. It first
constructs a constrained optimization problem, which opti-
mizes the rendered image to minimize perceptual differ-
ence from the original HDR image. Then, it uses the
Normalized Laplacian Pyramid (NLP) [33] to quantify the
perceptual difference. Next, it finds iteratively an opti-
mized image using a gradient-based method. The Lappra’s
method has the advantage of minimizing the loss of contrast
between the tone-mapped image and the input HDR image.
However, it sometimes induces spatial distortion caused by
over-enhanced noise. Furthermore, it has a high computa-
tional complexity due to the iterative process.
As described above, numerous studies have been
conducted to develop a tone mapping method that provides
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FIGURE 1. Overall block diagram of the proposed tone mapping method.
a high perceptual image quality. These particularly focused
on the research to provide consistent results for all types of
HDR images. Although the methods were able to provide a
high image quality, the high computational complexity of the
methods was the bottleneck in real-time applications.
In this paper, we propose an efficient tone mapping algo-
rithm that provides a high perceptual image quality with a
low computational complexity consistently for scenes with
diverse characteristics. In the proposed method, to reduce
the computational complexity, perceptual models are applied
to the illumination and detail components independently.
For the preservation of the scene naturalness, the proposed
method globally compresses the illumination components
using an image-dependent statistical naturalness model.
In addition, the proposed method locally enhances the detail
components, considering the structural similarity with an
HDR image for the preservation of the structure.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we describe the proposed algorithm.
In Section III, we present the experimental results and
evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Finally,
we conclude this study in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
The block diagram of the proposed method is illustrated
in Fig. 1. First, to decompose an image into illumina-
tion, detail, and color components, the proposed method
converts the input RGB image into a luminance image using
the RGB-to-YCbCr color conversion [34]. The computed
luminance image is decomposed into a base layer and a
detail layer. Next, to obtain a structure-preserved image
without artifacts, the base layer is globally compressed based
on an image-dependent statistical naturalness model. The
detail layer is locally optimized by balancing the naturalness
and contrast preservation. The resultant layers are recom-
bined to yield the final luminance result. Finally, the final
tone-mapped image is obtained by applying color processing
that preserves the ratio between the color channels.
A. DECOMPOSITION AND RECONSTRUCTION
The decomposition step is to divide an image into a base layer
and a detail layer, representing the illumination and detail
image, respectively. The base layer consists of low-frequency
components, thereby determining the overall brightness of
a scene. In contrast, the detail layer is composed of high-
frequency components such as detail components. The base
layer is obtained using an edge-preserving filter, and the detail
layer is computed by subtracting the base layer from the
input luminance image in the logarithmic scale. As an edge-
preserving filter, we use the guided filter proposed in [27],
which provides a good edge-preserving property and fast
filtering speed. The decomposition equation is defined as
follows:
gin(x, y) = log(Lin(x, y)),
log(Bin(x, y)) = G(gin(x, y)),
log(Din(x, y)) = gin(x, y)− log(Bin(x, y)), (1)
where, Lin(x, y) is the luminance value of an input luminance
image at location (x, y), Bin(x, y) and Din(x, y) represent the
luminance values of the input base and detail layer at loca-
tion (x, y), respectively, gin(x, y) denotes the log-luminance
value of the input image at location (x, y), and G denotes the
edge-preserving smoothing operator.
The reconstruction process is the inverse process of
the decomposition process. The luminance image is easily
obtained bymultiplying the pixel values of the base and detail
layers.
B. STATISTICAL MODEL-BASED GLOBAL TONE MAPPING
Global tone mapping is performed considering the charac-
teristics of the base layer. The base layer contains the low-
frequency components. In contrast with the existing tone
mappingmethods in which the base layer is simplymultiplied
using a scale factor [25]–[27], the proposed method uses the
following image-dependent statistical model [31] to enrich
the naturalness of a scene. First, we calculate the log-average






log ε + Lin(x, y)
 , (2)
where N is the total number of pixels in the image and ε is
a positive constant to avoid instability. Next, the luminance
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image is computed by
Bs(x, y) = h
Lavg
Bin(x, y), (3)
where h is a constant and its value is selected as 0.12, that
is the value used in [31]. Finally, the output base layer is
obtained by compressing the computed image. The output
base layer, Bout is defined as






where the value of λ is selected as 2.2 [31]. The model
is developed considering the correlation between the natu-
ralness and average luminance. In addition, the model is
proposed based on the logarithmic function. The use of a
logarithmic function assumes that most of the structural detail
in the HDR image is in a low dynamic range, and thus,
it is reasonable to boost the lower luminance levels while
compressing the higher luminance levels. Fig. 2(b) shows the
output base layer. The base layer preserves the natural appear-
ance well. However, the high luminance values are further
compressed. This inevitably causes detail loss in the high-
luminance areas. The detail loss can typically be captured by
performing a local tone mapping in the detail layer.
FIGURE 2. (a) input base layer (Bin) and (b) output base layer (Bout ).
C. STRUCTURE-PRESERVED LOCAL TONE MAPPING
The detail layer is assumed to only contain high-frequency
components. However, the detail layer actually contains some
low-frequency components as well as high-frequency compo-
nents because the decomposition process is a non-trivial
problem. Thus, the proposed method generates a new detail
layer considering both the local contrast and naturalness
information. Specifically, in the smooth region, the proposed
method should preserve the naturalness of a scene, whereas
in the detail region, it should preserve the local contrast.
To obtain the optimal detail layer, we suppose that output
detail layer Dout is linearly dependent on input detail layer
Din in a local patch because the pixels are highly correlated
locally. The linear equation to obtain the optimal detail layer
is as follows:
Dout (x, y) = kopt (x, y) · Din(x, y), (5)
where kopt (x, y) is the optimal coefficient value at loca-
tion (x, y). It is calculated considering the characteristics of
the luminance value in the local patch.
Three processes are performed to generate the detail layer
that preserves the local structures without artifacts. First, a
natural-looking detail layer is created that does not contain
unnatural artifacts such as over-enhanced noise. The natural-
looking detail layer is obtained based on the following two
considerations. First, the luminance image which is glob-
ally compressed using the statistical naturalness model has
high naturalness [31]. Second, the output luminance image
obtained by combining the base and detail layers should be
looked natural. The natural-looking detail layer is calculated
as follows:
LN (x, y) =
(
LS (x, y)
1+ LS (x, y)
)λ
, where,
LS (x, y) = h
Lavg
· Lin(x, y),
DN (x, y) = LN (x, y)Bout (x, y) ,
kN (x, y) = DN (x, y)Din(x, y) , (6)
where LN (x, y) is the luminance value of a natural-looking
luminance image. The same formula was used to obtain the
output base layerBout using Eq. (4).DN (x, y) is the luminance
value of a natural-looking detail layer at location (x, y) and
kN (x, y) is the coefficient value of the detail layer being
natural at location (x, y). As shown in Fig. 3, DN exhibits a
natural characteristic in a homogeneous area such as the walls
and wood board in the middle part of the image. In contrast,
the detail regions with high luminance values have a large loss
of the details.
Second, a contrast-preserved detail layer is generated by
considering the contrast similarity with an HDR image.
The proposed method uses the contrast sensitivity func-
tion, which is widely used to analyze the contrast simi-
larity of two different dynamic range images (LDR,
HDR) [29], [31], [35], [36]. The function is defined as
follows:













v = σ (x, y)
µ(x, y)
, (7)
where σ˜ (x, y) is the signal strength at location (x, y);
τ is a threshold determined by the contrast sensitivity func-
tion [29], [31]; τH and τL are the threshold values in the
HDR and LDR images, respectively, and are set as 0.06 and
2.6303, respectively; θ is the standard deviation of the normal
distribution and is set as τ /3 based on Crozier’s law [35], [36];
µ(x, y) and σ (x, y) denote the local mean and local standard
deviation calculated in a patch centered at (x, y), respectively.
Then, the patch size is set as 5 × 5. We can distinguish
between the significant and insignificant signal strengths
by passing local standard deviation σ through a nonlinear
mapping. The nonlinear mapping is designed so that a signifi-
cant signal strength is mapped to 1 and an insignificant signal
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FIGURE 3. (a) input detail layer (Din), (b) natural-looking detail layer (DN ), (c) normalized contrast-preserved detail layer (DNC ), (d) output detail
layer (Dout ), (e) structure fidelity map of Din, (f) structure fidelity map of DN , (g) structure fidelity map of DNC , and (h) structure fidelity map of Dout .
strength is mapped to 0, with a smooth transition in-between.
Furthermore, we can assume that the signal strength values
of the tone-mapped LDR image within the patch are approx-
imately the same as those of the HDR image. The mathemat-
ical condition to preserve the local contrast is described as
follows:
σ˜H (x, y) = σ˜LC (x, y)
where,
LC (x, y) = Bout (x, y) · DC (x, y),
DC (x, y) = kC (x, y) · Din(x, y), (8)
where LC (x, y) and DC (x, y) are the luminance values of the
contrast-preserved luminance image and contrast-preserved
detail layer at location (x, y), respectively; σ˜H (x, y) and
σ˜LC (x, y) are the signal strengths of the HDR and LDR
images, respectively. According to this condition, the stan-
dard deviation of the LDR image σLC to preserve the local
contrast should satisfy the following equation:
σLC (x, y) = F−1 (˜σH (x, y)|θL , τL). (9)
Eq. (8) is rewritten as follows:
σ 2LC (x, y)
= σA2B2 (x, y)+ µA2 (x, y) · µB2 (x, y)
− (σA1B1 (x, y)+ µA1 (x, y) · µB1 (x, y))2
= k2C (x, y) · σA2C2 (x, y)+ k2C (x, y) · µA2 (x, y) · µC2 (x, y)
− (kC (x, y)·σA1C1 (x, y)+ kC (x, y)·µA1 (x, y)·µC1 (x, y))2
= k2C (x, y) ·
(
σA2C2 (x, y)+ µA2 (x, y) · µC2 (x, y)




A1 = Bout , A2 = B2out ,
B1 = kCDin, B2 = k2CD2in,
C1 = Din, C2 = D2in, (10)
where µA(x, y) and σAB(x, y) denote the local mean and
covariance between two corresponding patches centered at
(x, y), respectively. Using (8)–(10), we can calculate the kC
value as follows:




σA2C2 (x, y)+ µA2 (x, y) · µC2 (x, y)
− (σA1C1 (x, y)+ µA1 (x, y) · µC1 (x, y))2
) ,
(11)
However, DC is an over-enhanced image because it does
not consider the brightness. Therefore, to maintain the local
average brightness, we normalize the kC values using the
local mean value of each pixel.




DNC (x, y) = kNC (x, y) · Din(x, y),
LNC (x, y) = Bout (x, y) · DNC (x, y), (12)
where µlocalN (x, y) and µ
local
C (x, y) represent the local mean
of the DN and DC values calculated in a patch centered
at (x, y), respectively; DNC (x, y) and L
N
C (x, y) is the luminance
value of a normalized contrast-preserved detail layer and a
normalized contrast-preserved luminance layer at location
(x, y), respectively.
Finally, we compute the optimal detail layer by combining
the natural-looking detail layer, DN , and the normalized
contrast-preserved detail layer, DNC , via an optimization
process. To combine the two detail layers, we construct a
constrained optimization problem, given in Eq. (13), and use
the structure fidelity measure [31]. The measure indicates the
degree of structure preservation. The higher measure value
means that the structure is preserved better. Fig. 3 shows
the examples of four detail layers, Din, DN , DNC , and Dout ,
and the structure fidelity maps corresponding to the detail
layers. Each structure fidelity map is obtained through the
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comparison of the input luminance image and the recon-
structed luminance image generated by combining each detail
layer and output base layer. In the structure fidelity map,
the brighter part indicates the higher structural fidelity. InDN ,
the structure is kept well in homogeneous regions. However,
the details may be lost in the texture regions due to the
limitation of global tone mapping. On the other hand, in case
of DNC , the structure is preserved well in the texture regions.
However, noise signals in the homogeneous regions are
too much enhanced due to oversensitivity to noise. Since
DN and DNC are complementary, we can obtain an optimized
structure-preserved detail layer by using the two detail layers.







wN (x, y) ·
(
kopt (x, y)− kN (x, y)
)2
+wNC (x, y) ·
(





Dout (x, y) ≥ Dout (x ′, y′), if Din(x, y) ≥ Din(x ′, y′),
Dout (x, y) < Dout (x ′, y′), if Din(x, y) < Din(x ′, y′),
where,
wN (x, y) = Slocal(LN (x, y),Lin(x, y)),
wNC (x, y) = Slocal(LNC (x, y),Lin(x, y)),
Slocal(X ,Y ) = 2σ˜X (x, y)σ˜Y (x, y)+ C1
σ˜ 2X (x, y)+ σ˜ 2Y (x, y)+ C1
· σXY (x, y)+ C2
σX (x, y)σY (x, y)+ C2 ,
(x ′, y′) ∈ (x, y), (13)
where (x, y) is a 5× 5 patch and wN and wNC are weighting
factors. The wN (x, y) and wNC (x, y) values are set as the local
structure fidelity values [31] of the DN and DNC images at
location (x, y), respectively. σX (x, y), σY (x, y), and σXY (x, y)
denote the local standard deviations and covariance between
the two corresponding patches centered at (x, y), respectively.
C1 andC2 are two small positive constants to avoid instability.
The objective function is expressed as the weighted sum of
squared errors, which represents the loss of structure infor-
mation. Therefore, minimizing an objective function implies
minimizing the loss of structure information. Because the
objective function is a convex function, it has a minimum
value at the pole. Thus, we compute kopt , the optimal coef-
ficient, by taking the partial derivatives of function E with
respect to kopt and setting them to zeros:
∂E(x, y)
∂kopt (x, y)
= 2 · wN (x, y) ·
(
kopt (x, y)− kN (x, y)
)
+ 2 · wC (x, y) ·
(
kopt (x, y)− kNC (x, y)
)
= 0,
kopt (x, y) = wN (x, y)kN (x, y)+ wC (x, y)k
N
C (x, y)
wN (x, y)+ wC (x, y) . (14)
The kopt value is determined with emphasis on preserving
structure; the objective function increases the weight of the
natural-looking detail layer (DN ) if it has a high degree
of structure preservation. Otherwise, the objective function
gives more weight to the normalized contrast-preserved detail
layer (DNC ).
Next, the kopt values are updated to satisfy the constraint,
which ensures the basic monotonic principle. The violation
of the monotonic principle can cause halo artifacts [11].
To ensure the principle, the output detail layer should preserve
the intensity orders of the input detail layer. Therefore,
the boundary values are calculated using the values of the
neighboring pixels in the patch. The low boundary value (kL)
is set as the k value of the neighboring pixel having the highest
value in the output detail layer using the kopt calculated using
Eq. (14) among the neighboring pixels having a value smaller
than the value of the center pixel in the input detail layer.
Inversely, the upper boundary value (kU ) is set as the k value
of the neighboring pixel having the lowest value in the output
detail layer among the neighboring pixels having a value
higher than the value of the center pixel in the input detail
layer.
kopt (x, y) =
 kopt (x, y), kL ≤ kopt (x, y) ≤ kUkU (x, y), kopt (x, y) ≥ kUkL(x, y), kopt (x, y) ≤ kL . (15)
The output detail layer obtained using the optimal k values is
shown in Fig. 3(d).
The output luminance image can be obtained by combining
the output base layer and detail layer. Output luminance
image Lout is defined as follows:
Lout (x, y) = Bout (x, y) · Dout (x, y). (16)
The output luminance image is shown in Fig. 4.
FIGURE 4. (a) input luminance image (Lin) and (b) output luminance
image (Lout).
D. COLOR PROCESSING
The color image can be reconstructed by preserving the ratio
between the red, green, and blue channels. The equation we
use is the same as in [37]:





· Lout (x, y), (17)
where Cin(x, y) and Cout (x, y) represent the RGB values of
the input and output RGB images at location (x, y), respec-
tively, and Lin(x, y) and Lout (x, y) denote the luminance
values before and after the HDR compression at location
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FIGURE 5. HDR test images used in the experiment: (a) basic image set, (b) TMIQD (natural scenes), and (c) TMIQD (synthetic scenes), and (d) Froehlich’s
database.
(x, y), respectively. This function transforms the relationship
of the colors from level Lin to level Lout . Exponent s is the
saturation parameter with the value of 0.4 [37].
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, three
image sets were used for the experiments as shown in Fig. 5:
basic image set used by Ma et al. [31], Tone-mapped
image quality database (TMIQD) [38], and Froehlich’s
database [39]. The basic image set consists of 15 images, and
the TMIQD consists of 10 natural scenes and 10 synthetic
scenes. Froehlich’s database consists of 15 video sequences
(Beerfest light show, Bistro, Carousel fireworks, Car close
shot, Car full shot, Car long shot, Fireplace, Fishing close
shot, Fishing long shot, HDR test image, Poker full shot,
Poker travelling slow motion, Showgirl, Smith hammering,
and Smith welding). We extracted 33 meaningful frames
from the video sequences and performed the experiments
for performance evaluation. The image sets contain indoor
and outdoor scenes, human and static objects, day and night
views, as well as natural and synthetic scenes. Various types
of images were used to demonstrate the generality and robust-
ness of the proposed method.
For the benchmarking methods, Meylan’s [24],
Farbman’s [26], Shan’s [28], Ma’s [31], Laparra’s [32],
and Shin’s [40] methods were used. Among these,
Meylan’s and Farbman’s methods are the most represen-
tative retinex-based and layer-based methods, respectively.
Shan’s [28], Ma’s [31], Laparra’s [32], and Shin’s [40]
methods are perceptual model-based methods. In addition,
since Laparra’s method performs only luminance processing
without color processing, we used Mantiuk’s method [37] for
the post-processing of Laparra’s method.
In all the benchmarks, various parameters were optimized
to produce the best performance for an unbiased evaluation.
The convergence tolerance ofMa’s method was set as 0.0001.
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED METHOD
Various experiments were conducted to evaluate the perfor-
mances of the proposed and benchmarking tone mapping
algorithms.
First, the image quality of the benchmarking and
proposed methods was evaluated using the TMQI-II,
the feature similarity index for tone-mapped images
(FSITM) [41], the high dynamic range-visible difference
predictor (HDR-VDP)-2.2 [42], and the dynamic range
difference metric (DRIM) [30]. The FSITM is based on
the local phase similarity of the original HDR image and
converted LDR image. The HDR-VDP-2.2 can predict
whether the difference between two images is visible to a
human observer or not. This takes into account several aspects
of the human visual system such as the diagonal display
size, display resolution, and viewing distance. The diag-
onal display size, display resolution, and viewing distance
were set as 24 inch, 1920 × 1200 pixels, and 0.5 meters.
The DRIM visualizes three kinds of contrast variations of
contrast loss, contrast amplification, and contrast reversal
when comparing image pairs. The metric uses color coding
to represent the contrast distortion error for each pixel:
no error (gray), contrast loss (green), contrast amplifica-
tion (blue), and contrast reversal (red). Contrast loss indicates
that the contrast becomes invisible in the tone-mapped image.
Contrast amplification indicates that the contrast becomes
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TABLE 1. TMQI-II results of the proposed and benchmarking methods.
TABLE 2. FSITM results of the proposed and benchmarking methods.
TABLE 3. HDR-VDP-2.2 results of the proposed and benchmarking methods.
visible while the contrast is invisible in the input HDR image.
Contrast reversal means that the contrast has a different
polarity between the tone-mapped image and input HDR
image. The less colored regions and lighter color intensity
represent the better tone-mapped image quality. Note that
DRIM assigns only one type of error to each pixel, which
is the type of a predominant error at that location.
Tables I, II, and III present the performance compar-
ison of the proposed tone mapping method and six bench-
marking methods. The performance is compared using the
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of TMQI-II with the different tone mapping methods.
FIGURE 7. Comparison of FSITM with the different tone mapping methods.
FIGURE 8. Comparison of HDR-VDP-2.2 with the different tone mapping methods.
average (avg.), standard deviation (std.), and the minimum
(min.) of TMQI-II, FSITM, and HDR-VDP-2.2 values
obtained for the three data sets, Basic image set, TMIQD
(Naturalness and Synthetic scenes), and Froehlich’s database.
Figs. 6, 7, and 8 compare the seven methods in terms of
the same evaluation metrics for each of the test images.
In Table I, we find that the proposed method yields the
higher TMQI-II on the average value, compared to the bench-
marking methods. Specifically, the average TMQI-II value
of proposed method is as much as 0.378 (67.0%), 0.410
(76.8%), 0.358 (61.3%), 0.109 (13.1%), 0.651 (223.4%),
and 0.495 (110.4%) higher than those of Meylan’s method,
Farbman’s method, Shan’s method, Ma’s method, Laparra’s
method, and Shin’s method. Furthermore, the proposed
method reduces the standard deviation of TMQI-II by 0.155
(77.6%) ∼ 0.195 (81.4%) compared with the benchmarking
methods. With respect to the minimum TMQI-II value,
the proposed method yields the best performance among
the seven methods. In Fig. 6, the proposed method yields
the highest TMQI-II values for more images than the
benchmarking methods. From the viewpoint of TMQI-II,
the proposed method is regarded to preserve naturalness and
structure information better than the benchmarking methods
generally. Tables II and III illustrate that the proposed method
has the higher average and higher minimum values of FSITM
and HDR-VDP-2.2, when compared with the benchmarking
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FIGURE 9. Human image example. Tone mapping results (top row) and distortion maps (bottom row). Distortion maps are generated using DRIM [30].
(a) Meylan’s method, (b) Farbman’s method, (c) Shan’s method, (d) Ma’ method, (e) Laparra’s method, (f) Shin’s method, and (g) the proposed method.
FIGURE 10. Example of a synthetic scene. Tone mapping results (top row) and distortion maps (bottom row). Distortion maps are generated using
DRIM [30]. (a) Meylan’s method, (b) Farbman’s method, (c) Shan’s method, (d) Ma’ method, (e) Laparra’s method, (f) Shin’s method, and
(g) the proposed method.
methods. In addition, the proposedmethod provides the lower
standard deviation values of FSITM and HDR-VDP-2.2 than
Ma’s method. Ma’s method has the highest average values
of FSITM and HDR-VDP-2.2 among the benchmarking
methods. In Figs. 7 and 8, the proposed method yields
slightly higher FSITM and HDR-VDP-2.2 values compared
to Ma’s method. This means that the proposed method
produces the tone-mapped image which is more similar to the
input image than the benchmarking methods.
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 present the resulting images of the
proposed and benchmarking methods and the corresponding
distortion maps. Based on Figs. 9 and 10, we can say that
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FIGURE 11. Example of a natural scene. Tone mapping results (top row) and distortion maps (bottom row). Distortion maps are generated using
DRIM [30]. (a) Meylan’s method, (b) Farbman’s method, (c) Shan’s method, (d) Ma’ method, (e) Laparra’s method, (f) Shin’s method, and
(g) the proposed method.
both Farbman’s and Shan’s methods cause contrast reversal
in detail regions, thereby leading to an unnatural appearance.
Farbman’s method is good at preserving the details of the
different scales, but it produces over-exaggerated details.
Furthermore, it strongly boosts the noise in the smooth
regions as shown in the red box in Figs. 9(b) and 10(b).
According to Figs. 9(c) and 10(c), Shan’s method commonly
leads to a high global contrast. However, the method often
loses the local details of the objects. Therefore, it degrades the
visibility of the output image. In comparison, the proposed
method does not have these problems, as is evident from the
red boxes in Figs. 9(g) and 10(g). Fig. 11 presents imageswith
bright regions.Meylan’s method does not cause halo artifacts.
However, it results in a contrast loss in the bright areas of the
scene, as shown in Fig. 11(a). The images created by Ma’s
method look natural. However, it produces a low contrast
compared with the other methods, as depicted in Fig. 11(d).
Therefore, the perceived image quality decreases owing to
the low contrast. This is because the required convergence
tolerance varies depending on the type of image. Laparra’s
method induces contrast amplification or contrast reversal
in most regions (Figs. 9(e), 10(e), and 11(e)). The images
produced by Laparra’s method appear unnatural. Shin’s
method does not provide a consistent quality for various
images. In Fig. 9(f), it causes contrast loss in the dark areas
TABLE 4. Average TMQI-II, FSTIM, and HDR-VDP-2.2 for case 1, case 2,
and the proposed method.
of the scene due to strong contrast compression. Conversely,
in Fig. 11(f), it causes contrast reversal in detail regions.
Figs. 9(g), 10(g), and 11(g) are the resulting images of the
proposed method. The proposed method causes almost no
contrast amplification and reversal; the overall appearance
of the images looks natural without artifacts. Furthermore,
the structure information is relatively well preserved in the
images.
Second, we evaluated the effect of each of two steps,
related to naturalness and contrast preservation of the detail
layer, respectively. The experiment was conducted using all
datasets. Table IV shows the quality of the tone mapping
process for each step. Case 1 denotes the case that the
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TABLE 5. Average ranking scores made by 10 subjects for each test image set.
TABLE 6. Average, standard deviation, and maximum CT for the proposed and benchmark methods and average and standard deviation CT rate of the
proposed method.
TABLE 7. Average TMQI-II, FSTIM, HDR-VDP-2.2, and CT at different patch sizes.
proposed method considers the naturalness only and does
not consider the contrast in the detail layer. On the contrary,
Case 2 is the case that the proposed method considers
the contrast only and does not consider the naturalness in
the detail layer. In another words, Case 1 and Case 2 use
DN and DNC instead of Dout , respectively. Since the input
detail layer contains both low-frequency components and
high-frequency components, the proposed method consid-
ering both naturalness and contrast shows the best image
quality.
Third, we performed a subjective test after inviting
10 subjects to rank tone-mapped images, generated by the
proposed and six benchmarking methods. As seven methods
were used for the test, each subject ranked the seven methods
from one to seven after appreciating the tone-mapped images.
All of the 68 images presented in Fig. 5 were used as test
images. Table V compares the average subjective rankings of
the seven methods for each image set. In the table, the lower
ranking score corresponds to the better quality. The table
indicates that the proposed method obtained the best average
rank for every data set among the tone-mappingmethods used
for the test.
Fourth, we evaluated the computation time per pixel (CT ).
For the CT comparison, the proposed and all the methods
were executed using MATLAB on a PC with an Intel I5-4970
3.40 GHz processor. The comparison results for the compu-
tation time are listed in Table VI. The proposed method
considerably reduces the average, maximum, and standard
deviation of CT by up to 1592.16 µs (99.9%), 3129.03 µs
(99.9%), and 66.78 µs (99.9 %), respectively, compared with
the benchmarking methods. This is because the proposed
method is performed without any iteration process.
Fifth, we evaluated the performance of the proposed
method with various patch sizes. The experiment was
conducted using all datasets. For the experiment of the perfor-
mance sensitivity to patch sizes, all parameter values except
the patch size were fixed. Table VII shows the average
TMQI-II, FSTIM, HDR-VDP-2.2 values, and computation
time per pixel (CT ) for different patch sizes. As the patch
size increases, the computation time also increases, but the
accuracy remains almost the same. In the proposed method,
we set the patch size to 5× 5.
Finally, the overall performance of the proposed and
benchmarking methods was evaluated using the image
quality and computation time. Fig. 12 shows the average
TMQI-II and computation time. The proposed method not
only provides the most outstanding image quality but also
has the fastest operation speed compared with those of the
benchmarking methods. Fig. 13 shows another superiority
of the proposed method. The proposed method provides the
least standard deviation of image quality and computation
time compared to those of the benchmark methods. The
experimental results verify that compared with the bench-
marking methods, the proposed method consistently yields
the most outstanding image quality with a low computational
cost.
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FIGURE 12. Comparison of the avg. TMQI-II and log avg. CT rate obtained
with the proposed and benchmarking methods.
FIGURE 13. Comparison of the std. TMQI-II and log std. CT rate obtained
with the proposed and benchmarking methods.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed an efficient tone mapping method
that provides a high perceptual image quality with a low
computation complexity. The feature of the proposed method
is that it finds an optimal detail layer and generates a
tone-mapped image without using the iterative process. The
proposed method first decomposed an image into illumina-
tion components and detail components. Next, the proposed
method independently performed the compression of the
illumination components and the enhancement of the detail
components using perceptual models. Finally, the output
image was generated by combining the components. The
experiments revealed that the proposed method improved
the average TMQI, FSITM, and HDR-VDP-2.2 by up to
0.651 (223.4%), 0.088 (11.5%), and 10.371 (25.2%), respec-
tively, and decreased the execution time by up to 99.9%
compared with the benchmarking methods. Furthermore,
the proposed method improved the standard deviations of
TMQI-II, FSITM, HDR-VDP-2.2, and processing time by up
to 81.4%, 18.9%, 12.6%, and 99.9%, respectively, compared
with the benchmarking methods.
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